Introduction
characteristics including large vibrational excitation, high small signal gain, nondissociative CW HF/DF chemical lasers are efficient but they are excitation and wavelength agility. In this paper, multi-band, multi-line lasers with large density the recent developments on the ORTL technology will and J-dependent gain variations in the active presented. medium. This is due to the supersonic mixing of fuels, the heat generated during the chemical 2.0 ORTL Kinetic Considerations excitation reaction processes and the rapid deactivation processes associated with hydrogenfluorides. 
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F i g u r e 2 . E n e r g y L e v e l Diagram for DF/HBr Two L e v e l ORTL S y s t e m
In an intramolecular ORTL, the HF or DF molecule in the ORTL medium serves as both the donor and the acceptor. The absorbed energy during the vibrational excitations is redistributed among all rotational levels and a partial inversion is produced on some vibrational-rotation levels with higher rotational quantum numbers than those of the pump laser. A level diagram and the principle kinetic processes for an intramolecular HF/HF ORTL are shown in Figure 3 . The efficiency is governed primarily by the rotational energy transfer rates between the pumped levels and the ORTL lasing lines.
Since rotational transfer rates are usually orders of magnitude higher than both the V-V exchange rate and the V-RT quenching rate, high overall efficiency in the intramolecular ORTL is expected.
parameters. In the lasing demonstrations, stimulated emission was observed first in a closed cavity resonator. Where appropriate, outcoupled power was measured and efficiency established.
An alternate cell configuration was designed to achieve higher ORTL efficiency, In contrast to the previous double pass geometry (Figure 4) , this cell employed a multipass design where the pump radiation underwent multiple reflections between two flat parallel reflectors as it traversed the ORTL medium. A schematic is shown in Figure 5 . The cell parameters were: 8.8 cm gain length, 12.4 cm 3 absorption length, and 15 cm excitation volume.
Lasing performance with HF/He in this configuration will be described later. 
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